
AC Transit Board Questionnaire

Name:  Dollene C. Jones 

Current occupation:  Co-Founder/CEO, Abundance Worldwide Enterprises 

Phone: 510-812-6446

1) Why do you want to serve (or continue to serve) on the AC Transit Board?

I want to serve on the AC Transit District Board so that I can serve the people of bayarea again as 

I have done in the past, but in a different capacity.

2. (For incumbents:) a) What actions of yours during your term are you proudest of? b) 

What have you helped the District accomplish during your time on the board?

3) (For non--incumbents:)

a) Which of your past experiences are valuable for serving on the board?

My most valuable experience is the skill level and blessings we had on the day of the Loma 

Prieta earthquake.  

b) Have you been following AC Transit's activities and progress over the last several years?

 

Yes I have been following AC Transit’s activities over the past years.

c) What changes have you noted, either positive or negative?

 

They have purchased the double-decker buses I requested in your last questionnaire.

4) Do you ride AC Transit and, if so, how frequently?

I do ride AC Transit and I have slowed down due to the pandemic. 

 

5)  How can AC best leverage emerging technologies that offer new modes of transport, as 

well as rider independence, choice, and convenience; while improving both service and cost 



profiles for target populations, including youth, seniors, limited-income, and people with 

disabilities?

This is a loaded question, but here’s what I think.  There is no leverage when you say you have no 

money.

 6) What are your thoughts on AC Transit's current Transbay service?

 AC Transit’s Transbay is a thing of Beauty!  Once we will have the money to pay for it All.

a) How do you think its normal (non-COVID) ridership and/or efficiency can increase?

Going forward there is going to be a plan because so much as changed.  It’s

      too early the say , no comment.

b) How should AC balance Transbay service with local, especially trunk line, service during 

COVID restrictions ?

AC Transit is cutting 30% of its service there is no balance right now.

c) Do you think that double-decker buses ordered for Transbay service is a good idea?

I suggested it in the 2016 questionnaire and they purchased them.  Was that a coincidence?  It 

only works if the seats are filled with everyone paying $7 bucks a pop to pay for it

7) What do you feel AC’s direction should be for developing a zero- or super low-emission 

fleet, after the District’s experiments with hydrogen fuel cell and other technologies over the 

past decade and a half?

This is a good question, but the answers are in the future budgets.  This really depends On how 

much funding and what’s in the bank? 

 

8) How can AC Transit sustain and/or improve upon progress made so far in social and 

environmental justice (including socio-geographic coverage/equity), as well as economic 

equity (including fare policies)?

Right questions,  I have been thinking about this lately myself.  How is it that the People currently 

on the board have had all these years and AC Transit is still cutting service and in the RED!  What 



happens when they’re in the Black? I will leave this question for the incumbents/ Pass.

9) What will be the benefits of the new bus rapid transit (BRT) service to AC’s ridership 

and the system, and do you understand and agree with how surrounding bus lines were (or 

are slated to be) re-structured to both support the BRT line and improve overall service 

coverage and frequency?

The benefits of the BRT are to show the FEDS that we (AC) have finally spent the 70 million 

given 15 to 20 years ago.  So we can ask for more money and with Co-Vid we are going to need 

tons.  Yes, I know that other services are being affected.  We still have a driver shortage.  And 

Bart is still growing.

      

10)  What do you see as the most workable strategies for AC to cope with the COVID-19 

crisis, and ultimately to transcend whatever the long-term impacts may be, including 

making choices on, and how to fund: a) “Protective” features of vehicles, equipment, 

facilities, and policies, including public education regarding riding safety; b) Additional 

service density on major corridors and adequate geographic coverage in both transit-

dependent and “choice rider” communities

Another loaded question,  I was told that the PPE was handed out late. Once again the Question is 

HOW MUCH MONEY IS REALLY IN THE BANK? We are going to shore up the funding 

sources to do anything and I mean anything.

11) What endorsements have you received thus far?

Lambda Democrats  are the 1st organization to endorse.

Hon. Gabriel Quinto

And I have to fill out the rest of these questionnaires in order to get endorsements.

12) Please add anything more you wish to tell us so we can make a good decision.

I have nothing else to add, except that I am very sleepy ? Thank you all for past endorsements. I 

know that it is 1:11 am on Monday 8/24

I hope that you all are Well and Safe.  Have a great day!! ????


